
Statistics 860 hw11, handed out lecture 14. Due
Wednesday, Nov 9 by 10 pm by e-mail to

wahba@stat.wisc.edu. **Deadline enforced.** Kindly
stick to format exactly.

October 24, 2016

DEADLINE ENFORCED!! FORMAT ENFORCED! I will have a lot of papers and files
to orgaize- please keep names on papers and in bibtex according to instructions. ****This
includes capitalization and punctuation.**** Any deviation means work for me.****

1 Search the web and elsewhere

Use google, the arXiv.org or other search engine to find three to five papers (preferably)
or abstracts of papers that discuss Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces, GCV, GACV, pe-
nalized likelihood methods, Support Vector Machines, Smoothing Spline ANOVA methods,
basis pursuit/LASSO/l1 penalties, ill-posed inverse problems (remote sensing), Regularized
Kernel Estimation, Regularized Manifold Unfolding, Distance Correlation or anything else
reasonably related to the class material, in some interesting context. (Any topic in /bigpic-
ture/READme). Unusual data structures, e. g. graphs (trees), manifolds, that involve some
RKHS and/or tuned regularization method could be interesting. (Also ”Distance correla-
tion” to be discussed). Please provide for each paper

• Web address, title and author(s).

• The abstract, or a few words on what the paper is about.

• Please send along a pdf file of the paper, with a name like ”firstauthor.secondauthor2012.pdf”
Please use lower case and the date just like the above.

• A bibtex file for each paper.

Besides home pages or searches on the authors in name.txt, other possible places to look
are the home pages of journals-possibly JASA, Ann. Statist., Journal of Machine Learning
Research, Neural Information Society Proceedings (NIPS), (2010-2015) For NIPS 2015 you
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can search the Conference Book for keywords (RKHS, LASSO, etc), and if you see some-
thing interesting go to the Proceedings or elsewhere for the paper. PNAS, PubMed (search
PubMed via keywords or authors), Statistics in Medicine, Biostatistics, IEEE, Bioinformat-
ics, kernel-machines.org, JSM (Joint Statistics Meetings) 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 - Each year
of JSM has a keyword search for the talks.

Choose papers that you might be interested in presenting to the class, or hearing someone
else present. You can rank order them or state your preferences if you like.

Bibtex files: Please use the following format as it will help me keep things straight.

@ARTICLE{jones:smith:2012,

AUTHOR = {J. Jones and R. Smith},

TITLE = {title here},

JOURNAL = {journal name},

YEAR = {2012},

VOLUME = {},

PAGES = {}

}

include as many as four authors in the keywords: jones:smith:king:prince:2013

@TECHREPORT{stein:james:clayton:2012,

AUTHOR = {S. Stein and T. James and R. Clayton},

TITLE = {},

INSTITUTION = {},

ADDRESS = {},

YEAR = {},

NUMBER = {techreportnumber}

}

@MISC{keywords,

AUTHOR = {},

TITLE = {},

HOWPUBLISHED = {manuscript, webpage },

JOURNAL = {},

NOTE = {comments here},

YEAR = {}

}

IMPORTANT: Please put ”Stat860 YourName” in the Subject Line of your email.
To recap: Format: key in bibtex file: author1:author2:year Format: name of pdf file of

paper: author1.author2year.pdf ..Thanks
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